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I, like everyone in this building, and everyone on earth, hate receiving illegal and unwanted 
robotexts.  I am pleased to approve every word of this item that does not relate to our approach to so-
called "1-to-1 consent" for robotexts in the lead generation context.  Unsurprisingly, the rest of the item is 
more-or-less well-trod regulatory territory that members of the Commission and staff are trained to 
understand.

However, as to our approach to 1-to-1 consent in the lead generation context, we are over our 
skis, and I dissent.  I would have been pleased to support the approach, laid out in the NPRM, to constrain 
consumer consent to robotexting to only those entities "logically and topically related" to the predicate of 
the consumer inquiry.  I voted for that because it made sense.  That is: if I give consent to be robotexted 
about car insurance offers, I expect to receive texts about car insurance, not about garage doors—and, 
indeed, not even about car loans.  Great.  Makes sense.  That proposal aligns typical consumer 
expectations around in what their consent to be robotexted consists, and it would eliminate the abusive 
practices contemplated in the NPRM.

I even supported asking about 1-to-1 consent in a further notice, because there is, possibly, a way 
to accomplish 1-to-1 consent that doesn't break the backs of American small business that rely on lead 
generation.  Not probably, but at least possibly.  We could have developed a fulsome record that actually 
contemplated that issue, instead of parachuting in an approach at the eleventh hour that caught American 
small businesses flat-footed and risks benefiting only the plaintiffs' bar.  Unfortunately, by adopting 1-to-
1 consent on a factually thin record, we today clumsily rush to save the American consumer from herself 
by sticking our finger in yet another new pie, vigorously stirring, calling the resulting mess a cobbler, 
insisting that it's healthier, and leaving the janitorial staff of brick-and-mortar, Main Street mortgage 
lenders, insurance brokers, real estate agents, and the like to clean up.

My colleagues worry that if we relax 1-to-1 consent, predatory lenders will rush into the 
regulatory gap left.  Ah, yes.  Predatory lenders, those conscientious respecters of regulation.  If we 
regulate robotext consent hard enough, surely an offshore Cayman-funded organization with a call center 
in Belize relying principally on home-rolled SEO to dominate SERP visibility and using algorithmic 
approaches to beating Google's ad restrictions will be brought to heel.  Give me a break.  These people do 
not need to buy leads, and our action today does nothing to prevent their abusive behavior.  At all.  
Nothing.  It is another paper consumer victory for a Commission at least as interested in appearances as 
reality.

Speaking of appearances, the factual record on the question of 1-to-1 consent is so thin, and the 
Report and Order so impoverished in its reasoning supporting a rule upending the consumer financial 
products industry, that it gives every appearance of an arbitrary and capricious action by the Commission.  
But listen, I'm not the only one with concerns.  Don't take the word of the Republican minority 
Commissioner.  It is easy for me to take pot shots. 

Consider instead the word of the Small Business Administration, who admonished the 
Commission to rethink today's Report and Order and to further consider our approach to 1-to-1 consent.  
The SBA's Office of Advocacy indicated not just that the small businesses of America are deeply 
concerned by today's action, but that it may indeed formally fail regulatory flexibility analysis in that it 
fails to account for the impact this action will have on small American businesses.  Quite so, and no 
amount of last-second wordsmithing can rehabilitate a requirement this ill-considered and unsupported.
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Again, as to the rest of the item, I approve.  But as to this narrow issue, that easily could have 
been fixed by a further notice, I strongly dissent.


